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Cost pressures and resource scarcity have intensified the need for  
greater collaboration across multiple sites of service and access  
to in-house expertise. 

Timely assistance may help avoid quality issues, rework and other  
delays in the exam workflow. By guiding exams in real time,  
the disruption of rescheduling patients or the need to send  
patients to other sites is reduced. 

Improved exam workflow  
efficiency is imperative.

Technologists may need help  
to perform uncommon,  
complex or rare procedures  
to avoid rescheduling of patients  
or the need to send them to  
other sites.
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Peer-to-peer collaboration when  
your technologist needs it most.
Digital Expert Access is a real-time, virtual solution that enables collaboration  
among all your radiology teams, within a single hospital or across multiple  
locations. Easily share expertise and best practices or remotely access key controls  
in the scan room to provide immediate help.

Scan room connection
Connect up to 3 imaging  

devices per tablet

Enterprise chief technologist

Sharing expertise improves staff efficiency, skills and satisfaction.
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Collaboration and connectivity
The ability to seamlessly bridge multiple locations, users and devices enables technologists  
to share knowledge, helping to improve exam workflows, speed up decision-making and  
achieve clinical and efficiency goals. Easy and regular collaboration can potentially help  
improve patient and staff satisfaction.  

Users can connect in  
a live session1 

Devices can connect  
from each tablet1 

 

“[Remote scanning assistance] is helpful  
 for more advanced procedures. It saves  
 time for everyone”

                                                                           — US technologist
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Optimize resource  
utilization

Share best 
practices virtually

Leverage in-house 
expertise

Standardize care  
across your enterprise

Contact us to learn more:
(866) 281-7545
www.gehealthcare.com

Maximize your in-house resources. Improve clinical outcomes.
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1. Digital Expert Access datasheet MWS DOC2495344 and Digital Expert Access Datasheet Substantiation DOC2497526.
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